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Introduction

N

o matter what the industry or organization, developing a brand can be a costly and time-consuming process. But as
more and more research emerges on the subject, it becomes increasingly clear that establishing a clear brand that
consumers can recognize and associate with positive feelings and experiences is a key ingredient for success.
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The Jacksonville Jaguars are no exception to that concept. After 13 years, the National Football League’s 30th franchise
is still struggling to define itself within its home market and establish a reliable fan base that will cement the city’s only
professional sports team. The team badly needs a symbol, a logo, design or mark that will create a unique personality
people can identify exclusively with the Jacksonville Jaguars.
This marketing plan aims to give the Jaguars that much-coveted brand and unify both the team and the city through a
revolutionary, multimedia campaign centered on the concept of PRIDE. Not only does that encompass the pride of the team,
the city, and the fans, PRIDE also represents the five key components needed to inaugurate the Jaguars brand and make it
a permanent force within the Jacksonville and national communities for years to come.
But before the plan itself is revealed, it is important to understand some background information about the Jacksonville
Jaguars including their strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and threats, and the various markets within the
surrounding areas that are relevant to the team’s success.

Organizational Background

T

he quest for the city of Jacksonville, Florida, to acquire a professional football team began in September of 1991 when
the city council pledged $60 million to renovate the aging and decaying Gator Bowl. With that solid financial backing,
the group “Touchdown Jacksonville!” Ltd. filed the necessary paperwork with the NFL to request an expansion team.
Following the first round of cuts in 1992, the Jaguars incurred their first major setback as the NFL was not satisfied with
the plans to upgrade the Gator Bowl and the city had to withdraw its bid for the league’s newest franchise. A few months of
negotiations passed before Jacksonville re-entered the expansion pool with $53 million from the city council and $68 million
from other sources for a combined $121 million investment into overhauling the Gator Bowl and subsequently bringing the
NFL to Jacksonville (McFaul, 2001).
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On September 13, 1993, then-commissioner of the NFL, Paul Tagliabue, finally announced that the city of Jacksonville
would play host to the league’s 30th franchise. The Jaguars’ first official game took place on July 29, 1995, in Canton, Ohio,
at the annual Hall of Fame game. Jacksonville fell to its fellow 1995 expansion team, the Carolina Panthers, unfortunately
setting the tone for their first season as they would go 4-12 for the year (McFaul, 2001).
Despite the Jaguars’ struggles on the field in their first season, however, the city of Jacksonville remained optimistic about
its first professional sports franchise. Much of that optimism was attributed to the company’s owner, J. Wayne Weaver. A
self-made millionaire and creator of the Nine West franchise, Weaver negotiated what was then the most lucrative NFL
franchise deal in league history, acquiring the rights to almost all of the Jaguars’ parking and concession areas, something
previously unheard of in the NFL. According to the Jaguars’ website, Weaver’s leadership in the organization’s front office
was a major factor in the team’s four playoff berths in its first five seasons (jaguars.com).

Strengths and Weaknesses

T

o date, one of the Jaguars’ biggest strengths is its unique status in Jacksonville. It is the only professional sports
team in the country’s largest city by landmass. In addition, the Jaguars are the only professional team in any sport
within approximately a 200-mile radius (Orlando Magic) and the only NFL team within about a 250-mile radius (Tampa Bay
Buccaneers).
Jacksonville’s second-biggest strength is its staff. Not only does the team have the guidance of aforementioned owner, J.
Wayne Weaver, it also has a talented head coach in Jack Del Rio. The former collegiate and professional football player
recently signed a contract extension with the Jaguars after his best season to date. Since taking the Jaguars’ helm in 2003,
Del Rio has led the team to a 40-24 record, two playoff appearances, and their first playoff win in eight years (Ketchman,
“Del Rio” 2008).
As far as player personnel, quarterback David Garrard also signed a new contract recently after his first full season as the
Jaguars’ first-string quarterback. Garrard’s renewed commitment to the Jaguars has inspired widespread hope with fans for
a positive future. It also contributed to the Jaguars being picked as a favorite to play in the 2008 Super Bowl long before the
season gets under way (Ketchman, “Garrard” 2008, “Del Rio” 2008).
Unfortunately, there are inherent weaknesses in the Jaguars’ program as well. Perhaps the team’s biggest weakness is its
lack of consistent performance on the field. Whether the discussion is centered on branding or ticket pricing strategies, team
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performance is always a top factor in professional sports and although the Jaguars had a good season in 2007, the team
still has a 94-82 record since its inception. Of the12 full seasons the Jaguars have been in the NFL, the team has only five
winning seasons, just two of which have come since 2000. Additionally, the Jaguars have never won the AFC Championship
and have not finished first in the AFC Central since 1999 (Jacksonville History, 2008).
Another major weakness for the Jacksonville Jaguars is its lack of a designated “star player.” Although the team has several
household names with talent to boot including Garrard, Maurice Jones-Drew, and Fred Taylor, the Jaguars do not have a
player who is widely recognized on a national level as a standout star. Jacksonville needs someone with a high profile and a
big endorsement deal that would create a much-needed buzz of excitement within the Jaguar community.

Opportunities and Threats

T

he Jacksonville Jaguars are not without a few major opportunities to advance their organization. Although the
Jacksonville market is small, the metropolitan area is quickly growing outside the Duval County lines. As Figure 1
shows, there are numerous counties within a 2-hour commute of Jacksonville that have large populations. Many of those
communities, including St. Johns and Clay Counties are covered under the same media umbrella as Jacksonville for both
TV and radio. Branching into the Orlando and Gainesville markets would also help expand the Jaguars’ regional fan base.
Another major external opportunity for the Jaguars is the U.S. Navy. With the third-largest military presence of any city in
the United States, the Jaguars have a major opportunity to capitalize on a link to a national organization that offers a lifetime
membership. Consider the positive publicity that could be generated from the first major partnership between a professional
sports franchise and a branch of the armed services. Not only would the Jaguars gain national notoriety, the team would
also get a tremendous boost in local attention and support. If there is one thing people in and around Jacksonville area can
agree on, it is a unilateral respect for those serving in the military. The Jacksonville Jaguars could show their support for
the Navy and the armed forces while also benefiting from the positive feelings members of the community have toward the
organization (Naval Air Station Jacksonville, 2008).
For the Jaguars, forming a relationship with the Navy would play into a study conducted by Dr. Jeffrey James and Dr. Bob
Heere in 2007. The article surmises that sport managers need to take into account the external communities that consider
themselves members of a sport organization. By joining forces with the Navy, the Jaguars would be embracing a new
outside public that is already part of the Jacksonville community as a part of its own membership in order to strengthen fan
identity with the team (Heere and James, 2007).
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On the other side of the coin, there are several issues outside the team that threaten the Jaguars. Although the team is the
only professional sports organization in the Northeast Florida, it still faces stiff competition to corner the sports entertainment
market thanks to the popularity of collegiate football in the area. Florida State, Florida, Miami and Georgia all have major fan
bases in North Florida that compete with the Jaguars for attention. The collegiate teams have an advantage because their
history goes back much further into Florida’s past than the Jacksonville Jaguars.
On a much smaller level, the Jaguars also compete for attention with the city’s minor league baseball team, the Jacksonville
Suns and on an even tinier scale, the Jacksonville Barracudas, a member of the Southern Professional Hockey League.
Within the confines of professional football, the Jaguars find their second biggest threat in their rival Florida teams, the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers and the Miami Dolphins. Because there was such a long absence of NFL presence in Jacksonville,
many residents decided to support the state’s other two teams despite the geographical distances between them.
The only loophole that the Jaguars might be able to capitalize on in this instance is the recent lackluster performance of the
two squads. Although the Buccaneers did make the playoffs last season, their recent history is just as shaky as the Jaguars’
with just two seasons above .500 since winning the Super Bowl in 2002 (Tampa Bay History, 2008). The Dolphins are in an
even worse state. Miami has not had a winning season since 2003, including a stunning 1-15 performance last year. The
team also hasn’t won a Super Bowl since 1973 (Miami History, 2008). Sustained success over the next five years from the
Jaguars could afford the team a major opportunity to poach a few fans from its neighboring teams and therefore increase its
own fan base and subsequent corner on the market.

Market Segmentation

J

acksonville, Florida, is the largest city by landmass in the United States and it occupies every inch of Duval County. As of

2006, the city had an estimated population of 837,964 people, up 7.6% from 2000. The city population is primarily white
(64.4%) with African-Americans leading the minority population (30.2%) followed by Hispanics (5.7%) and Asians (3.4%).
As of 2000, there were 303,747 households in Jacksonville with approximately 2.51 persons per household (U.S. Census,
2008).
In order for the Jaguars to get past the collegiate football barrier and succeed, they need to capitalize on one of the
aforementioned opportunities—the population living outside the city limits. Because the city of Jacksonville is one of the
smallest NFL markets, it has to expand its target market to the full metropolitan area, approximately a 150-mile radius
reaching as far west as Lake City, as far south as Daytona, and as far north as Brunswick (see Figure 1).
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Within those markets, the Jaguars specifically need to go after blue-collar families. Although this marketing plan may not
immediately create a dramatic increase in ticket sales, the purpose is to establish a solid base of fans who will continue to
return to Jacksonville Jaguars games for many years to come, creating an income per person for the Jaguars that could
exceed $100,000 (Rische & Mondello, 2003).
In addition, it could be assumed that families (unlike the popular sports target market of males 18-35) would have less of an
affiliation with collegiate sports as both the parents and children are several years removed from the college atmosphere.

Product, Place, and Price

A

s with all sport teams, the Jacksonville Jaguars’ product is each game it produces for fans who are consuming the
event either in the stadium or through a media source such as the television or radio. With that in mind, it is incredibly
important that the team focuses on the presentation of the product (i.e. the game atmosphere) in order to encourage repeat
consumption of the product, particularly in person.
The problem with consuming the Jaguars’ product in person is the cost to sit inside the Jacksonville Municipal Stadium to
consume the Jacksonville Jaguars’ product. According to the Jaguars’ website, season ticket prices in the lower section of
the stadium range from $580 per person to $2,100 per person, dependent upon the seat’s location on the field. In 2000,
the team had an average ticket price of $62.85, the second highest in the league (Rische & Mondello, 2003). If the Jaguars
want to target the family market, the team will have to lower ticket prices to make Jaguar games affordable to an average
family of four.
Whether it’s been the ticket prices or other factors that have driven fans away from consuming the Jaguars’ product in
person, low attendance has contributed to one of the Jaguars’ biggest problems to date: blackouts.
In a 2000 article by Putsis and Sen, the authors discussed the issues surrounding the growing popularity of NFL blackouts.
When a team does not sell out its stadium at least 72 hours prior to a home-hosted game, local television outlets are not
allowed to broadcast the game, constituting an area-wide blackout. Putsis and Sen’s research focused on attendance
numbers and ticket sales in terms of how they contributed to blackouts during the 1996-97 football season. The duo
determined that the revenue lost by not locally broadcasting an NFL game in places like Jacksonville was far greater than
the added monetary benefits the team gained from increased sales after the game was blacked out (Putsis and Sen, 2000).
For the Jaguars, losing additional revenue because of a blackout is just another penalty that has set the team back over
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its 13-year existence in the NFL. Although lowering ticket prices seems like it would cause a reduction in revenue, it could
actually give the Jaguars a big boost. Pulling fans into the stadium through tickets is just step one of the process. Once they
are in the gates, there are endless opportunities for the Jaguars to make more money off concessions, merchandise, and
other paid activities available to fans at each game. Putting people in the seats no matter what the cost also reduces the
financial burden created by a blackout.
Consumers in the Jacksonville area who want to take in the Jaguars’ product in person are subject to attendance at the
somewhat infamous Jacksonville Municipal Stadium.
The city spent $121 million to essentially tear down and rebuild the stadium once known as the Gator Bowl, which then
turned into Jacksonville Municipal Stadium, then became Alltel Stadium, before returning to Jacksonville Municipal Stadium
in 2007 after the team’s sponsorship contract with Alltel expired (Stilleno, 2008).
After renovations were made to the stadium again in 2005 to accommodate the Super Bowl, Jacksonville Municipal grew to
hold almost 80,000 fans at maximum capacity, hence the Jaguars’ constant blackouts. How could the city with the secondsmallest NFL market have one of the five biggest stadiums by capacity in the NFL? The Jaguars have tried to combat this
problem by capping off several sections within the stadium to reduce its capacity for home games, but empty seats covered
in a pretty Jaguar banner are still empty seats. Lower ticket prices might help the Jaguars fill up those seats and take
advantage of its abnormally large stadium (Whiteside, 2005).

Product, Place, and Price

W

hat this all leads up to is that in order to re-establish its brand in the Northeast Florida market, the Jacksonville
Jaguars need to embrace a five-step marketing strategy that can be abbreviated as PRIDE.

In 2002, Gladden and Funk conducted in-depth research on the different dimensions that form these brands and their
subsequent associations with fans. The pair identified 16 potential dimensions through their research, which were then
separated into three categories: attributes, benefits and attitudes. Under the attributes heading, Gladden and Funk listed
non-product items like logo design, stadium, tradition, etc. as well as product items like success, star player, head coach,
etc. Benefits, on the other hand, were further specified as being functional, symbolic, or experiential. Fan identification, peer
group acceptance, escape and nostalgia were some of examples cited for benefits. Finally, attitudes were conceptualized
into three categories as well, which were attitudinal aspects, cognitive structure, and subjective beliefs (Gladden and Funk,
2002). Through analyzing these 16 characteristics, the PRIDE marketing plan was developed.
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THE PRIDE CAMPAIGN
P

is for Purpose. The first step in re-defining the Jaguars’ brand is to return to one of the team’s original purposes to
improve the city’s image, advance race relations, and boost community spirit (Johnson, et. al, 2005). The Jaguars must
make a push to turn more of its focus back on the Jacksonville community.

R

is for Relationship. Step two in developing the Jaguars’ brand is to establish a link between the team and the U.S.
Navy. Jacksonville is the third-largest military stronghold in the U.S. with a combined $6.1 billion annual impact on the
city. With the nation at war, there’s no better time than the present for the Jaguars to become the first professional franchise
to forge a close alliance with a branch of the armed services. This relationship could go as far as a sponsorship deal to turn
Jacksonville Municipal Stadium into U.S. Navy Field. Although the Navy may not be able to finance the kind of sponsorship
fee other large companies could a lot, from a public relations perspective the good publicity generated by such a partnership
would be invaluable to the Jaguars in strengthening their connection with their community.

I

is for “I Am Not a Hero.” The third step in the plan is a multimedia campaign centered around the idea that the Jaguars’
star players—Maurice Jones-Drew, Fred Taylor, and David Garrard—do not consider themselves heroes, because the
men and women of the armed forces are the real heroes (see Figure 2). The campaign will tie together the Jaguars and the
U.S. Navy while also reminding fans that the team is focused on supporting the community.

D

is for Develop. Step four is to develop the Jaguars’ brand awareness not only within Duval County, but in surrounding
areas as well. Because the Jaguars are in one of the smallest markets in the NFL (Whiteside, 2005) the team needs to
expand its focus to several markets within a 150-mile radius (see Figure 1).

E

is for Environment. The fifth and final step to the PRIDE plan involves transforming the atmosphere of Jacksonville
Municipal Stadium with the tagline: Welcome to the Jungle (see Figure 3). The goal is make the stadium into an
ultimate destination and experience for consumers of the Jacksonville Jaguars’ product. Eventually, the goal would be to
establish Jacksonville Municipal Stadium (or U.S. Navy Field) as a place that needs to be taken in over the course of a
full game day. Additionally, with the expansion of the Jaguars’ target market to a wider base in the North Florida region,
hopefully people could be drawn into Jacksonville for more than a day, generating an economic impact citywide.
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FIGURE 3
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Conclusion

W

hen it comes to on the field performance, the Jacksonville Jaguars’ stock is on the rise. After 13 years of up and
down competition in the NFL, the team is finally nearing its peak in performance. That makes no better time than
the present for the Jacksonville Jaguars to establish themselves as both a local and national brand.
By utilizing the PRIDE marketing plan, the Jaguars can capture their audience, captivate their fans, and capitulate themselves into the NFL’s upper echelon of established teams for years to come.

